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1. Project Overview
WEAM4i (Water & Energy Advanced Management for Irrigation) is a European project co-funded
by the European Union under the 7th Framework Program within ENV-2013-WATER-INNO-DEMO1 (Challenge 6.3: Improving resource efficiency) with a budget of 7.6 M € over 42 months, and
started officially on November 1st, 2013.
The WEAM4i consortium is led by the companies METEOSIM and ADASA Sistemas, and is
composed of 17 members from different fields -business, research, irrigation communities and
public organizations- from five European countries: Spain, Germany, Portugal, The Netherlands
and France.
The aim of the project is to improve the efficiency of water use and reduce the costs of power
irrigation systems. The project addresses two of the priorities outlined by the European Innovation
Partnership on Water, an initiative of the European Commission (DG-Environment): ‘Water- Energy
Nexus’ and ‘Decision Support Systems (DSS) and monitoring’. On the one hand, it is planned to
develop a smart network for the management of irrigation that will act interactively on the rational
use of water and energy; that is, demand-based management able to optimize the available offer.
In this way, irrigation systems will benefit from the water storage capacity of farming communities
and will consume the energy they need when it is cheaper. Furthermore, an integration model
based on a service-oriented ICT platform will be used to obtain a prototype that allows applications
to help in decision making related to irrigation at the field.
As part of the project, the results will be tested and evaluated practically in three regions of the
European Union covering a wide range of crops, water resources and energy markets: Aragon
(Spain), Lower Saxony (Germany) and Alentejo (Portugal).

2. Document objectives
The current document contains the dissemination material (printed media) provided under the
deliverable D9.3: leaflets, brochures, factsheets and posters (roll-ups). The objective is to
summarize all those products in one document for reporting purposes. Those dissemination
products will be used by the project consortium for dissemination purposes in the events organized
by WEAM4i project as well as in the events in which WEAM4i partners participate and present the
project (e.g. conferences, expositions, workshops, etc.). All dissemination materials of WEAM4i
project will follow the EC visibility rules4. Some dissemination materials will be multilingual; in

4

The EC visibility rules include:
1)

2)

Displaying the EU flag in the different graphic presentations and materials. The EU flag must be used in its
entirety, without any alterations or additions made to it. Thus the EU flag must not be shown to incorporate any
flag or symbol of another country, donor or institution. Each should be presented separately from the other.
Disclaiming that the EU is not responsible for the contents of communication material prepared by project
consortium. These must therefore include the following disclaimer in WEAM4i publications:
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English, Spanish, German and Portuguese, in order to create a tailored communication. All those
products were uploaded at the shared area.

3. Targeted audience
The targeted audience of this document is WEAM4i consortium, the European Commission for
reporting purposes and all the rest of stakeholders concerned by our dissemination activities.

4. Project’s graphic line
The project’s graphic line is the design and message of all the dissemination materials which
convey the same messages. It is important to have a strong corporate design in order to create an
impact on the project members and improve the target groups’ awareness of the project. As
mentioned earlier, all the dissemination materials follow the visibility rules of EC, various templates
were professionally designed including word templates for project reports, power point presentation
template and press releases.
All graphic design tasks have been assumed internally by ADASA, instead of using subcontracting
external services, as it was planned initially.
The logo of the project (which is presented in Figure 1) conveys the grid of (water-energy)
presented in the green shape and the green for environmental sustainability.

3)

“The views expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views or position of the European Commission. Neither the authors nor the WEAM4i Consortium are
responsible for the use which might be made of the information contained in here.”
EU Visibility after Completion of the Action: An action may continue to be managed by the beneficiary or partner
after the EU-funded phase of the action has been completed. In this case, six months after the phase funded by
the EU has finished, no EU symbol may be included in any communication tools of the action, with the
exception of any commemorative plaques.
However, the following sentence must be included on material, with the same prominence as was given to the
EU flag:
“The initial phase <dates> of this project/programme was supported by the European Union”.
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Figure 1. WEAM4i logo

5. Leaflets
Several leaflets in English have been prepared by SEMIDE with the contributions from all the
partners (through providing their logos, and content), and have been validated by the project
coordinators: Meteosim & ADASA. The 6-pages leaflets are now available in English, but could be
translated later to other languages by WEAM4i partners (Spanish, German and Portuguese).
The first use of these leaflets was for the EIP Water Conference in Barcelona. This event took
place on the 5 and 6 November, 2014: http://weam4i.eu/eip-water-conference-5-6-november2014-barcelona-spain/ ADASA and Meteosim participated to this event with a stand where the
leaflets were exposed. A second use will be at the Irrigation Seminar 2014 – Modernization:
Solutions adopted and Guidelines for Rural Development Program 2014-2020, 20 November
2014, Lisbon-Portugal: http://weam4i.eu/irrigation-seminar-2014-modernization-solutions-adoptedand-guidelines-for-rural-development-program-2014-2020-20-november-2014-lisbon-portugal/.
,
FENAREG will present the WEAM4i project and they will distribute those leaflets.
500 copies were and will be sent to each of those two aforementioned events.
The figures below show the two sides of the leaflet (3 pages for each):
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Figure 2. WEAM4i leaflet (front side)
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Figure 3. WEAM4i leaflet (back side)

6. Brochures
While the leaflets of 6 pages were prepared in English, the brochures of 4 pages were prepared in
Spanish in order to be used at the XIII Spanish Irrigators Communities Congress (12-15 May 2014,
Huelva-Spain): http://weam4i.eu/the-xiii-spanish-irrigators-communities-congress-12-15-may-2014huelva-spain/ This congress was organized by FENACORE, and other partners participated
(Meteosim, Hispatec..). See below the front page of this brochure. Its content is based on the
project presentation, done in Spanish “Folleto”. 800 of brochures were created for this event.
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Figure 4. The front page of WEAM4i brochure

7. Factsheets
Some factsheets (part of D9.3) were printed for disseminating at the scientific and technical
outputs of WEAM4i project. They were prepared in two pages in English and they were used at the
World Water Week, August 31-September 5, 2014 in Stockholm, Sweden: http://weam4i.eu/worldwater-week-august-31-september-5-2014-stockholm-sweden/ by eLeaf.
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Figure 5. The factsheet in English

8. Posters
Roll ups /posters represent good means to present the project during the events. Up to now two
roll ups were created. They were used at the XIII Spanish Irrigators Communities Congress (12-15
May 2014, Huelva-Spain) (see figure below), and were used also at the EIP Water Conference in
Barcelona (5-6 November, 2014). The posters will be used at the 2nd Mediterranean Water Forum:
http://www.emwis.net/thematicdirs/events/2014/11/2nd-mediterranean-water-forum-2014 to be
held in Murcia (Spain) between 25 and 28 November 2014.
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Figure 6. Two posters of WEAM4i project presented in Huelva
(Spain) during the XIII Spanish Irrigators Communities Congress
(12-15 May 2014)

9. Planned Translations
As mentioned earlier, the 4-pages brochure of WEAM4i project was provided in Spanish.
Therefore, the official 6-pages brochure, which is provided in English, will also be translated into
Spanish, Portuguese and/or German-only if needed. The translation will be performed by the
partners from English in order to save the expenses of translation. We could proceed in the same
way for the posters, the factsheets and the press releases.

10. Others
The press releases will also be provided in different languages and will deal with the different
updates of the WEAM4i project, especially during the project meetings.
Several press releases were already provided and uploaded at the project shared area. The
partner responsible of the meeting organization is the one who provide this press release
according to the template prepared by SEMIDE (Dissemination Coordinator). SEMIDE also checks
and validate it. The press releases can also be translated when necessary, such as the press
release provided for the last project general meeting in Lisbon
(to Portuguese):
http://weam4i.eu/weam4i-general-meeting-in-lisbon/.
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Hereafter an example of press release provided during the participation of eLeaf (WEAM4i partner)
at the World Water Week, August 31st -September 5th 2014, Stockholm, Sweden:
http://weam4i.eu/world-water-week-august-31-september-5-2014-stockholm-sweden/).

Figure 7. Press release example published during the participation
of eLeaf (WEAM4i partner) at the World Water Week, August 31September 5 2014, Stockholm, Sweden.
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